
Watch 3 Minute NPR Planet Money video on How the Quakers Invented The Price Tag

Discuss:  How does this video illustrate some basic principles of Micro economics?

Microeconomics is the social science that studies decision making on the small scale. It is different from macroeconomics 

which looks at how the economy works as a whole ("on aggregate").  The frequent use of simplified graphic models that 

represent these small-scale decisions is similar to macroeconomics. The primary goal of microeconomic theory is to analyze 

how individual decision-makers in a free market (both individuals and firms) will behave in a variety of situations.  In this 

unit, we will build on the fundamentals of supply and demand theory learned last semester to better understand the 

motivations of individuals (consumers) and firms (companies) using economic language.  Similar to last semester, most 

assignments will ask you to describe real world examples of the theories under study in plain language.  Finally, there will 

be a focus on the externalities.  These are what economists call the unintended side effects of the decisions individuals and 

firms make in a free market and what impacts government regulation can have in dealing with externalities.

Welcome to Spring Semester & Microeconomics

See syllabus & new unit outline

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcWgvRXbet8
https://www.tamdistrict.org/cms/lib/CA01000875/Centricity/Domain/1076/AP%20MicroEcon%20Spring%20Syllabus.pdf
https://www.tamdistrict.org/cms/lib/CA01000875/Centricity/Domain/1076/Micro_Unit_1_Outline_2020.pdf


Is it possible to…
Prevent wildfires in California forever?

Ensure that no one ever speeds on the freeway?

Create a research station on Mars?

Stop pollution from fossil fuels? 

Completely stop illegal immigration?

Make sure everyone in the US has a job? 

An economist would answer:  

YES! But currently the costs outweigh the benefits.

It is not enough that an outcome has benefits. Those benefits must outweigh the costs.  

Microeconomics is about analyzing the benefits and costs to individuals, firms and society 

as a whole when making choices on how to utilize our scarce resources.  

Unit 1:  Introduction to Microeconomics 

Presentation #1:  Intro to Cost – Benefit Analysis & Marginal Utility



Economic analysis assumes individuals & firms will make 

a rational choice in their own self-interest (holding everything 

else constant)…

You want to visit your friend in Chicago for a 
weekend. You will return Sunday night.

You work weekday days earning $100 per day.

You have three flights to choose from:

Thursday Night Flight = $275

Friday Early Morning Flight = $300

Friday Night Flight = $325

Which flight should you choose? Why?



Review of Trade-offs vs. Opportunity Cost

ALL decisions involve trade-offs AND opportunity costs.

Opportunity cost -
The most desirable 
alternative given 
up when you 
make a choice. 

Trade-offs - ALL the alternatives that 
are given up when we make a choice.



Review of Explicit Costs v. Implicit Costs

Explicit costs are the 

traditional out of 

pocket costs 

associated with 

making a decision. 
Examples: Price of a 

movie ticket.

Implicit costs are the opportunity costs of 

making a decision.  
Example: The forgone wage you could have earned 

while you were at the movies.





What decisions did/will you make today?

To snooze or not to snooze?

Breakfast at home or at restaurant or none at all?

Buy lunch or bring a lunch or no lunch?

Who to sit with at lunch?

Study or hang out with friends after school?

Go to bed on time or watch Netflix?

All of your choices involve a COST of some kind, even if it is not money?  How 

do you decide?  

It depends on what is important to you…what BENEFIT do you gain at the 

moment.

Economics call the trade off between cost & benefit, the UTILITY or the 

usefulness (desirability) to a person or firm of a decision.

When people & firms make decisions, they will MAXIMIZE UTILITY



But we all know that what “Maximizes Our Utility” changes…what satisfies us depends on 

what past decisions we have made.  See graphic above for a classic economics example.

When studying decision making, economists mostly focus on the NEXT decision and call the 

satisfaction you will get from this additional choice the MARGINAL UTILITY

The images above illustrates the idea of DEMINISHING MARGINAL UTILITY…that is, 

the desirability of a choice (in this case eating one burger) becomes less at some point.

Real World Example:  How can restaurants make money with an All You Can Eat Buffett?
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Each slice of pizza 
gives you less and 

less additional 
benefit (utility)
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Each additional 
slice costs more 

and more since you 
miss more and 

more of the game
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Why is 5 slices the 
optimal amount? 
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At Equilibrium



Marginal Analysis in AP Microeconomics Practice

Using Economic thinking to quantify the Marginal Costs & Benefits of individual decision 

making.  See Mr. Clifford's 10 Minute Video and work on back of Presentation #1 Handout 

and try old FRQ problem below

Answer to AP Micro Exam FRQ Question Above

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1exopHOl1jo
https://econowaugh.blogspot.com/2018/07/2018-ap-microeconomics-frq-3.html



